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Review of static and dynamic compressibility issues relating to

deep underground salt caverns

P. BeÂ rest, J. Bergues, B. Brouard*
Laboratoire de MeÂcanique des Solides, Centre commun X, Mines, Ponts, UMR 7649 CNRS, Ecole Polytechnique, 91128 Palaiseau, France 

Compressibility of deep ¯uids-®lled cavern is discussed. Compressibility is measured both through statical and dynamical tests. 
Statical compressibility is in¯uenced by cavern shape and the nature of cavern ¯uids. This parameter plays an important role for 
such applications as the determination of stored hydrocarbons volume, of volume lost during a blow-out and of pressure build-
up rate in a closed cavern. Dynamical compressibility is measured through the periods of waves triggered by pressure changes. 
Both tube waves and longer period waves associated to the existence of an interface between a liquid and a gas can be observed. 
They allow checking of the results of the statical tests and can provide additional information, for instance the existence of 
trapped gas in the well-head.

1. Introduction

In this paper we consider deep caverns (from 300 to

2000 m and more) that are connected to ground level

through a cased and cemented well, which allows injec-

tion or withdrawal of ¯uids into or from the cavern

(see Fig. 1).

These caverns are, in general, leached out from salt

formations. The purpose of these caverns is to provide

chemical plants with brine or, more commonly, to pro-

vide storage of large quantities of hydrocarbons. The

volumes of such caverns range from 5000 to 1,000,000

m3.

The mechanical behavior of such caverns is rela-

tively complex, as rock salt rheology exhibits some

unusual features. Many laboratory works have been

devoted to it, but the subject hardly seems to be

exhausted. Nevertheless, many authors [1±4] agree on

several main features: the overall strain rate, _e, of a

sample submitted after time t � 0 to a constant load,

s, is the sum of elastic, steady-state and transient

parts. The elastic part is described by a reversible and

linear relation between _e and _s and the steady-state

part by a constant strain rate reached after some days

or weeks when a constant stress is applied. The transi-

ent part describes the rock behavior before steady-

state is reached (Fig. 2). Many studies have focused on

steady-state behavior, which is important for practical

purposes. The main conclusions are as follows. Salt

behaves like liquid, in the sense that it ¯ows even

under small deviatoric stresses. It is a non-Newtonian

¯uid and its steady-state strain rate is proportional to

a rather high power �n � 3±6� of applied deviatoric

stress. It is also strongly in¯uenced by temperature.

The following expression for uniaxial steady-state

creep is often adopted:

_es � A exp�ÿQ=RTa�sn �1�

where Ta is the absolute temperature (in K) and Q/R

ranges from 3000 to 10,000 K.

The general outline for the mechanical behavior of

caverns is similar to that for a rock sample, but a clear

understanding may require additional comments. One

can distinguish among the following:

. Long-term steady-state creep is reached when the
* Corresponding author. Tel.: +33-1-69-333-343; fax: +33-1-69-

333-026.
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Nomenclature

~a acceleration (m sÿ2)

a,b half axis of a spheroidal cavern (m)

A constant for uniaxial steady-state creep

(MPaÿ1 sÿ1)

B parameter of steady-state creep law (MPaÿn

sÿ1)

c sound celerity (m/s)

ca sound celerity in air (m sÿ1)

cb sound celerity in brine (m sÿ1)

cf sound celerity in ¯uid (m sÿ1)

cw sound celerity in water (m sÿ1)

d tube diameter (m)

e a relative error (±)

E Young's modulus (MPa)

f cavern shape factor (±)

g acceleration of gravity (m sÿ2)

G average geothermal gradient (8C mÿ1)

h1 gas column length at rest in the annular

space (m)

h2 gas column length at rest in the tube (m)

hi injected/saturated brines interface (m)

H tube length (m)

Hi brine/hydrocarbon interface (m)

K parameter of transient creep law (MPa daya/

b)

m injected brine mass (kg)

M cavern brine mass (kg)

n exponent of the steady-state creep law (±)

P absolute pressure (MPa)

Pann well-head annular space pressure (MPa)

Pc cavern pressure (MPa)

Ptub well-head tube pressure (MPa)

Pg absolute gas pressure (MPa)

Ph well-head hydrocarbon pressure (MPa)

PR lithostatic pressure at cavern depth (MPa)

P1 absolute gas pressure at rest (MPa)

P2 pressure at the bottom of a container (MPa)

Q brine ¯ow rate (m3 sÿ1)

Qmax maximum brine ¯ow (m3 sÿ1)

Q/R parameter of steady-state creep law (Kÿ1)

R Reynolds number (±)

S tube cross-section area (m2)
~S annular cross-section area (m2)

t time (s)

T oscillation period (s)

Tmin oscillation period in a brine-®lled cavern (s)

Ta absolute temperature (K)

u brine speed (m sÿ1)

V cavern volume (m3)

Vcreep cavern volume loss by creep (m3)

Vinj brine injected volume (m3)

Vexp expelled volume during a blow-out (m3)

x hydrocarbon volume fraction (±)

a thermal expansion coe�cient (8Cÿ1)

b compressibility factor (MPaÿ1)

bb brine compressibility factor (MPaÿ1)

bb
ad adiabatic brine compressibility factor

(MPaÿ1)

bc cavern compressibility factor (MPaÿ1)

bf
ad ¯uid adiabatic compressibility factor (MPaÿ1)

bh Hydrocarbon compressibility factor (MPaÿ1)

bgas
isot Isothermal gas compressibility factor

(MPaÿ1)

bprop Propane compressibility factor (MPaÿ1)

bsat Compressibility factor (slow evolution)

(MPaÿ1)

bt Steel tube compressibility factor (MPaÿ1)

bV Cavern compressibility (m3 MPaÿ1)

dr brine density di�erence (kg mÿ3)

D(.) any variation of a given quantity

e strain (±)

_e strain rate (sÿ1)

_es steady-state creep rate (sÿ1)

Z brine interface depth after a blow-out (m)

g gas adiabatic constant (±)

G parameter of tube head losses law

[(m3 sÿ1)ÿ1.8]

k head losses parameter (Pa s1.85 mÿ2.85)

l dampening factor (sÿ1)

m tube brine mass (kg)

m' annular brine mass (kg)

n poisson's ratio (±)

nb brine kinematic viscosity (m2 sÿ1)

rb brine density (kg mÿ3)

rf ¯uid density (kg mÿ3)

rh hydrocarbon density (kg mÿ3)

rsalt salt density (kg mÿ3)

rsat saturated brine density (kg mÿ3)

s stress (Mpa)

S container cross-section (m2)

t time (s)

w brine concentration (±)

w s saturated brine concentration (±)

oo pulsation (sÿ1)

�o head losses (Pa mÿ1)

o1 pulsation in the annular space (sÿ1)

o2 pulsation in the tube (sÿ1)
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cavern ¯uid pressure is kept constant for months or

years. A typical value of relative cavern volume

change rate due to steady-state creep for a 1000 m

deep cavern submitted to halmostatic pressure (or

the pressure of a cavern when the well is ®lled with

saturated brine up to ground level, where it is

opened to atmosphere Ð i.e. 12 MPa) is 3 10ÿ4 per

year. This value should be multiplied by 100 when

the cavern is 2000 m deep (The halmostatic pressure

equals 24 MPa.), because of the increases in both

lithostatic pressure and temperature. In any case,

these features are subject to large variations when

di�erent sites and cavern shapes are considered.

. Transient creep is triggered by any signi®cant and

rapid cavern pressure change. Its e�ect on the rela-

tive volume change rate can be one or two orders of

magnitude larger than the steady-state value at the

same average pressure level, but it is signi®cant for

only a few weeks (see, for instance, Hugout [5]). The

transient creep e�ects in a cavern, even if very sig-

ni®cant, are di�cult to assess, for they combine with

the e�ects of the additional salt dissolution or brine

recrystallization which, as transient creep, follow

any cavern pressure change (Ehgartner and Linn

[6]1). The ``true'' transient creep must be distin-

guished from the e�ect of steady-state creep changes

that lead to a transient redistribution of the non-

uniform stress ®eld around the cavern, slowly mov-

ing from its initial to ®nal distribution. This transi-

ent evolution can be several years long.

. Elastic behavior of the cavern, or cavern shape and

volume changes, immediately follow any cavern

pressure change. (As will be seen later, ``immedi-

ately'' requires de®nition.)

This last aspect has not yet been given much atten-

tion in the literature when compared to creep, which is

of primary importance for cavern structural stability

and life-long duration. Nevertheless, the elastic beha-

vior of a cavern Ð more precisely, cavern compressi-

bility Ð plays a very signi®cant role in various

phenomena, including mechanical-integrity test design

(BeÂ rest et al. [7]), pressure build-up rate in a closed

cavern and blow-out scenarios (discussed later), among

others. Useful information on cavern volume, the

existence of trapped gas pockets and evaluation of the

amount of hydrocarbon stored can be inferred from

such measurement.

Fig. 1. Vertical cross-sections of several salt caverns.

Fig. 2. Schematic stress-time/strain-time curves.

1 The SMRI papers referenced below are available through the Sol-

ution Mining Research Institute 3336 Lone Hill Lane, Encinitas,

California 92024, USA.
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As for the mechanical behavior of any elastic body,

cavern compressibility is apparent both through static

and dynamic tests (i.e. involving waves triggered by a

rapid change of pressure). These two aspects will be

discussed successively.

Furthermore, it must be kept in mind that changes

in cavern volume or shape cannot be directly observed;

they are measured through experiments that involve

¯ow and/or pressure measurements at the well-head.

Brine (or, in general, stored ¯uids) properties and mass

transfer from salt mass to brine in¯uence the measure-

ments results and must be taken into account, together

with the mechanical properties of salt, for a thorough

interpretation of the tests.

2. Static behavior

2.1. Cavern compressibility and the compressibility

factor

When a certain amount of liquid, DVinj, is injected

in a closed cavern, the well-head pressure increases by

DP which is also, at ®rst approximation (see Section

2.5.1) the cavern pressure increase DPc (Fig. 3). The re-

lation between the two quantities is, in general, linear

during a rapid test. A similar test can be performed by

withdrawing a certain amount of liquid from a pressur-

ized cavern.

An example is provided by a test described in Thiel

[8] (Fig. 4). The slope of the curve (brine pressure ver-

sus injected brine) is called the cavern compressibility

(in m3/MPa or bbls/psi):

DVinj � bVDP �2�

To what extent the cavern compressibility, bV, is

in¯uenced by test duration and other factors will be

discussed later; Fig. 4 proves that, from an engineer's

point of view, the notion of cavern compressibility is

de®ned su�ciently.

As a matter of fact, cavern compressibility, bV, can

be expressed as the product of the cavern volume, V

(in m3) and a compressibility factor, b (in MPaÿ1, or

psiÿ1). The compressibility factor, b, is a constant Ð

at least for caverns of similar shapes located in the

same site, ®lled with the same ¯uid and tested during a

relatively short period (one hour); in other words, b is

not dependent upon the size of the cavern.

For instance, for the Etrez and Tersanne natural gas

storage sites, operated by Gaz de France in the north

of Lyon (France), Boucly [9] has measured the com-

pressibility factor:

b � 4:0� 10ÿ4 MPaÿ1 � 2:8� 10ÿ6 psiÿ1 �3�

which must be considered as an average value. (Smal-

ler values, from 3.4 � 10ÿ4 to 3.9 � 10ÿ4 MPaÿ1, have

been found in Tersanne caverns.)

Similarly, for the case of the Manosque oil storage

site operated by Geostock in southeastern France,

Colin and You [10] give the measured compressibility

factor for brine-®lled caverns:

b � 5:0� 10ÿ4 MPaÿ1 � 3:4� 10ÿ6 psiÿ1 �4�

For the caverns of the Vauvert site operated by ELF

in southeastern France, You et al. [11] have measured

values scattered between b � 3:2� 10ÿ4 to 8.5 � 10ÿ4

MPaÿ1, which does not seem consistent with the state-

ment of constant b for a given site. In this particular

case, however, (i) the caverns are very deep, resulting

in large creep rates, (ii) the salt formation is probably

gassy and (iii) caverns develop between two wells

Fig. 4. Prepressurization of a domal cavern (Thiel [8]).Fig. 3. Measurement of cavern compressibility.
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linked by hydrofrac. These factors can contribute to

this unusual scattering.

2.2. The compressibility factor

We ®rst consider the case of a brine-®lled cavern

and will restrain in this paragraph to simple deri-

vation; di�culties will be dealt with later. Let M be

the cavern brine mass:

M � rbV �5�

where rb is the brine density, and V is the cavern

volume.

When the cavern pressure rapidly increases by DPc

(by ``rapidly'' we mean that neither salt creep nor salt

dissolution are a�orded enough time to play a signi®-

cant role; Section 2.5.3), the following occurs:

1. The brine density increases by Drb � rbb
ad
b DPc,

where bb
ad is the brine adiabatic compressibility fac-

tor. It does not depend upon cavern shape or cavern

volume.

2. The cavern volume increases by DV=bcDPcV,

where bc is the cavern compressibility factor, which

depends upon rock-mass elastic properties and

cavern shape (but not upon cavern volume).

Then, if an additional mass of saturated brine,

m=rbDVinj, is forced into a closed cavern, its pressure

will increase by

M�m � �rb � Drb��V� DV � �6�

or after linearization

bVDPc � DVinj; b1bb � bc �7�

The compressibility factor, b, is the sum of the brine

compressibility factor, bb, and the cavern compressibil-

ity factor, bc.

2.3. The cavern compressibility factor

The cavern compressibility factor, bc, obviously

depends upon both rock-salt elastic properties and

cavern shape.

2.3.1. Theoretical analysis

For simple cavern shapes, some analytical calcu-

lations can be made. If E is the Young's modulus of

the salt and n is its Poisson's ratio, we get the follow-

ing:

Cavity

shape

Sphere In®nite

cylinder

Real-world

bc [3(1+n )/2E ] [2(1+n )/2E ] f(n )� (1+n )/E

where f � f �n� is a shape factor that depends on the

cavern's shape and, to a smaller extent, on the Pois-

son's ratio of the rock; and f is always greater than 3/

2, which corresponds to the spherical case, which is

the less compressible shape of a cavern. In the case of

the Te04 cavern (Fig. 5), Gaz de France computed a

f � 1:6 shape factor.

It is interesting to consider the case of a spheroidal

cavern (obtained by rotation of an ellipse around its

vertical axis; Fig. 6) for which a closed-form solution

is available. Let us de®ne the aspect ratio as b/a. A

prolate spheroidal cavern (b/a is large) behaves as a

cylindrical cavern �bc12�1� n�=E): when b � a, we get

the spherical case; when the cavern becomes oblate

(¯at) or when a/b is large, the cavern compressibility

factor drastically increases, bc1�4�1ÿ n�2=Ep��a=b�
and the cavern compressibility is bV1bcV � �16=3� �
�1ÿ n�2=E �a3 (Fig. 6), Patrick Ballard, Andrei Con-

stantinescu (personal communication).

2.3.2. Field data

From compressibility factor data, Boucly [9] infers

that bc � 1:3� 10ÿ4MPaÿ1 (9.0 � 10ÿ7 psiÿ1), which is

consistent, for instance, with the following estimates:

n � 0:3 E � 17,000 MPa f � 1:7 �8�

This shape-factor value corresponds to caverns from

Fig. 5. Tersanne Te04 cavity (Gaz de France).

Fig. 6. Cavern compressibility factor for a spheroidal cavern.
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the Tersanne and Etrez sites whose shapes are inter-

mediate between cylindrical and spherical (Fig. 5). The

elastic properties of rock salt can vary from one site to

another; reasonable ranges of variation are

�

5000R ER 40,000 MPa

0:25R nR 0:3
�9�

With such ®gures, the cavern compressibility factor

can vary from bc � 0:5� 10ÿ4 MPaÿ1 to bc �
4� 10ÿ4 MPaÿ1 for a spherical cavern (the less com-

pressible shape) and up to 4 or 5 times more for a

somewhat ¯at cavern.

2.4. The ¯uid compressibility factor

2.4.1. Brine

The theoretical adiabatic brine-compressibility factor

is related to the sound of speed through the relation

rbb
ad
b c

2
b � 1, where rb=1200 kg mÿ3, cb=1800 m sÿ1;

thus, bb
ad

1 2.57 � 10ÿ4 MPaÿ1. This ®gure suits rapid

(adiabatic) evolutions; bb
ad is not di�erent, from a prac-

tical point of view, from the brine isothermal compres-

sibility factor, but it is a little too small when relatively

slow pressure changes (several hours or days long) are

considered, because the brine saturation concentration

is modi®ed by pressure change. Pressure build-up trig-

gers additional cavern leaching, (as noted, for instance,

by Ehgartner and Linn [6]) and increases the cavern

volume, resulting in a slightly higher e�ective brine

compressibility factor. Brine density is a function of

pressure and salt concentration, rb � rb�P,w� in turn,

at saturation, concentration is a function of pressure

(Temperature is assumed to be constant.), or ws �
ws�P �: Then cavern volume change (DV ) is the sum of

the elastic change (as seen above), of the volume

change due to transient and steady-state creep (DVcreep,

positive when the cavern enlarges) Ð at least when

very long term evolutions are considered, as in Section

2.6.2 Ð and of the volume increase due to salt dissol-

ution.

On the other hand, when evaluating the average brine

density Ð i.e. the ratio between the cavern brine mass

and the cavern volume Ð both the in¯uence of the brine

concentration on brine density and the mass change due

to salt dissolution must now be taken into account.

When writing water and salt balances during a

pressure change, one gets the following expressions

(Brouard [12])

8

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

:

DV � bcVDP� DVcreep �
rbV

�1ÿ w�rsalt
dws

dP
DP

DVinj

�

bc � badb �
�

1

rb

@rb
@w

ÿ �rsalt ÿ rb�
�1ÿ w�rsalt

�

dws

dP

�

VDP� DVcreep � bsatVDP� DVcreep

�10�

where rsalt is salt density �rsalt12200 kg mÿ3� and b sat

is the compressibility factor during a slow enough test

for the brine being saturated at any instant or

DVinj � bsatVDP1�bc � 1:06badb �VDP �11�

(when creep is neglected) which means that the com-

pressibility factor b sat during a slow test is larger by

approximately 4% than its instantaneous (``adiabatic'')

counterpart b � bc�badb �bc11:3� 10ÿ4 MPaÿ1�:
This additional compressibility is not immediately

e�ective, because salt dissolved at a cavern wall must

be transported through convection and di�usion until

chemical equilibrium in the whole brine body is

restored. Kinetics are di�cult to assess and impossible

to measure in situ, as dissolution e�ects and transient

creep e�ects are interlocked.

As a conclusion, a reasonable value for the in-situ

brine compressibility factor seems to be bb �
2:7� 10ÿ4 MPaÿ1 (1.9� 10ÿ6 psiÿ1), Boucly [9] or Cro-

togino [13], but it must be kept in mind that this value

can be in¯uenced by test duration.

2.4.2. Hydrocarbons

Hydrocarbons are much more compressible than

brine or water. Their compressibility factors are in¯u-

enced by pressure and temperature. A typical value for

pure propane at 258C and 7 MPa is bprop1 2.9� 10ÿ3

MPaÿ1; it is slightly higher (up to 4.5 � 10ÿ3 MPaÿ1)

for industrial propane.

2.4.3. Nitrogen and other gases

As long as only slow (more than one hour for a gas

volume of a few cubic meters) evolutions are con-

sidered, gas evolutions can be considered to be isother-

mal; for an ideal gas, the compressibility factor is

simply the inverse of the (absolute) pressure, P:

bisotgas � 1=P �12�

This means that the compressibility factor of a gas

pocket trapped at the top of a brine-®lled cavern

(where the pressure is, for instance, Pc=12 MPa at

1000 m), will be

bisotgas18:3� 10ÿ2 MPaÿ1 �13�

and the compressibility factor of a gas bubble trapped

at the well-head, where the absolute pressure is, for

6



instance, 0.1 MPa, will be

bisotgas � 10 MPaÿ1 �14�

For other gases, the inverse of absolute pressure

provides a ®rst estimation of the compressibility,

which can be re®ned by consulting available physical

constant tables.

2.4.4. The case of several ¯uids in a cavern

. Theoretical aspects

In a storage cavern, the cavity contains brine and

another ¯uid (such as propane or oil). In this case,

the global ¯uid-compressibility factor will be a cer-

tain average of the compressibility factors of the

di�erent ¯uids: bb (for brine) and bh (for hydro-

carbon). Let x be the cavern volume fraction that is

occupied by the other ¯uid (i.e. if V is the cavern

volume, the hydrocarbon volume is xV and the

brine volume is (1ÿx )V ). Then, the global compres-

sibility factor b will be

b � bc � �1ÿ x�bb � xbh �15�

This will vary, to a large extent, with respect to

the hydrocarbon volume fraction. Consider, for

instance, the case of propane storage. If we take

8

>

<

>

:

bc � 1:3� 10ÿ4 MPaÿ1

bb � 2:7� 10ÿ4 MPaÿ1

bh � bprop � 4:5� 10ÿ3 MPaÿ1
�)b

� 4� 10ÿ4 � 42:3� 10ÿ4x �MPaÿ1� �16�

the compressibility factor varies from b �
4� 10ÿ4 MPaÿ1 (no propane in the cavern) to b �
38� 10ÿ4 MPaÿ1 (propane ®lls 80% of the cavern).

Fig. 7. Three cavern compressibility measurements on the Carresse SPR1 cavern.
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. Example

The SPR1 cavern in the Carresse site (in south-

western France) is used by the SNEA(P) (ELF)

company to store propane. The casing shoe depth is

348 m below ground level; the cavern bottom depth

is 381.5 m. This cavern volume is 13,000 m3 (as

measured in 1992). We have performed compressi-

bility factor measurements at three di�erent periods

(Fig. 7). During these three tests, the cavern com-

pressibility (bV ) was measured during a brine injec-

tion; the pressure measurement resolution was 500

Pa. This allows the propane volume in the cavern to

be back-calculated. The computed propane volumes

were compared with the operator's data obtained

through surface ¯ow-meters. The agreement with

the above stated formula (15) is satisfactory if not

perfect (in this case, propane compressibility factor

is probably smaller than the theoretical ®gure given

above). The reason may be that a de®nite testing

protocol was not yet clearly set during the ®rst tests.

2.4.5. The case of a gas pocket in a cavern

If a gas pocket is trapped in a cavern, the compressi-

bility factor drastically increases, even if the pocket

volume is small.

The SPR3 cavern of the SNEA(P) Carresse site is

deeper than SPR1; the casing-shoe depth is 692 m

below ground level and the cavern bottom depth is

711 m. The cavern volume is V 1 4600 m3. A 1995

sonar survey performed a few months before the test

con®rmed that this cavern exhibits a non-convex shape

(Fig. 8). The compressibility factor observed during

the test was b111� 10ÿ4 MPaÿ1, which appears

abnormally high for a brine-®lled cavern (pressure res-

olution was 500 Pa). It soon appeared that this high

®gure could be explained by the presence of gas, com-

ing from the salt formation or from the brine used for

cavern leaching, which was trapped in gas pockets

under the bell-shaped parts of the cavern. These pock-

ets are clearly visible on the left and top of the cavern

shown on Fig. 8. The gas pressure at cavern depth is

Pc � 8:3 MPa, which means that its isothermal com-

pressibility factor is bisotgas � 0:12 MPa
ÿ1
: The volume of

the gas pocket can be back-calculated: it is approxi-

mately 25 m3, or x � 0:5% of the cavern volume.

2.5. Phenomena in¯uencing the measurement of cavern

compressibility

2.5.1. Column weight changes

We assume here that brine is injected (or withdrawn)

in (or from) the central tube, whose section is S; we

compare the cavern well-head pressure as measured in

the annular space (Pann) and in the central tube, (Ptub).

The pressure variation, DPann, in the annular space

during an injection (or withdrawal) test is very close to

the pressure variation, DPc, in the cavern, because the

composition, temperature and concentration of the

¯uid column in the annular space do not change

Fig. 8. A compressibility test on the Carresse SPR3 cavern.

Fig. 9. Injection of non-saturated brine in the central tube.
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during the test; only a very small di�erence due to

brine compressibility can be observed. The same can-

not be said of the brine column in the tube space (Fig.

9). In many cases, the injected brine is not fully satu-

rated (because, for example, it is stored at ground level

and can be lightened by rain water), resulting in sig-

ni®cant variations of the brine column weight.

We assume that the density of the injected brine is

slightly smaller than the density of saturated brine

(temperature e�ect will be dealt with later), for

instance, rb � 1180 kg mÿ3 instead of

rsat � 1200 kg mÿ3, which results in a �dr � 20 kg mÿ3�
gap in densities. This means that when a volume of

brine equal to DVinj is injected in the cavern, the

injected-brine/saturated-brine interface is lowered by

hi � DVinj=S and the cavern pressure (and annular

space pressure) change by

DPann � DPc �
DVinj

bV
� Shi

bV
�17�

The tube pressure, however, changes by

DPtub � DPc � drghi �18�

due to change in the brine column weight (now the

tube column contains some unsaturated brine).

In other words, provided that the injected brine

volume, DVinj, is smaller than the tube volume, we get

a relative error, e, when measuring the tube pressure:

e � DPtub ÿ DPann

DPann

� bVgdr

S
�19�

Thus, reasonable values are g � 10 m sÿ2, S �
2� 10ÿ2 m2: For a brine-®lled cavern,

b � 4� 10ÿ4 MPaÿ1; then, e, the relative error made

by measuring the tube brine pressure instead of annu-

lar brine pressure, is a function of cavern volume (V )

and brine distance to saturation (dr ):

e � 2� 10ÿ7V �in m3� dr �in kg=m3� �20�

Large under-estimations of cavern compressibility

can be made by measuring the pressure variations on

the wrong tube (Fig. 10). They can be avoided by

either (i) measuring the well-head pressure variations

in the annular space, or (ii) pressurizing the cavern

and performing a test by withdrawing (instead of

injecting) brine. (Note, however, that transient creep

e�ects can be a drawback; Section 2.5.3).

It must be noted that a similar e�ect can be reached

when a volume DVinj � Shi, hi < H, where H is the

well length, is so rapidly injected or withdrawn in or

from the well that thermal equilibrium with the rock

mass is not reached during the test. For instance if

brine is withdrawn, the average well temperature will

increase by DTa � hi�1ÿ hi=2H �G, where G is the aver-

age geothermal gradient �G � 3� 10ÿ2 8C mÿ1 is typi-

cal, but smaller values must be expected in salt

formations.), resulting in a density change

dr � arbGhi, where the thermal expansion coe�cient

of brine is a � 4:4� 10ÿ4 8Cÿ1: In this case, for

hi � 500 m, H � 1000 m, we have dr � 6 kg mÿ3, lead-

ing to large over-estimations, at least in large caverns.

2.5.2. Brine heating and percolation

Because of brine heating, an opened cavern expels

brine (or pressure builds up in a closed cavern (BeÂ rest

and Brouard [14]). This e�ect is most signi®cant when

the cavern has been recently leached; a typical value is

200 l dayÿ1 for a 8000 m3 cavern (Hugout [5]). This

®gure is proportional to the cubic root of the cavern

volume; for instance, the rate would be 800 l dayÿ1 in

a 500,000 m3 cavern. This means that injection test

results will be seriously a�ected if the injection rate is

smaller than, say, 1 m3 hÿ1. In many cases, the injec-

tion rate is faster and brine heating is not a serious

concern. The same can be said of steady-state creep

(transient creep will be discussed in Section 2.5.3),

except for very deep caverns (2000 m below ground

level). Finally, brine percolation, which is a real con-

cern for tests performed in pressurized wells before

leaching, does not seem to have a large in¯uence

(BeÂ rest et al. [7]), except perhaps in some very speci®c

cases. An example is described in Istvan et al. [15].

2.5.3. Transient creep

Steady-state creep is, in most cases, negligible: it is

too slow to bring signi®cant perturbations during a

pressurization or depressurization test, except for the

possible case of a very deep cavern (2000 m below

ground level).

However, a rapid change of pressure as it can exist
Fig. 10. Iso-underestimations of the cavern compressibility bV when

injecting undersaturated brine.
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at the beginning of a compressibility test triggers tran-

sient creep that can be of bigger concern from the per-

spective of test accuracy. According to Dubois and

Clerc-Renaud [16], who describe such tests performed

in the Manosque facility (France), this e�ect seems to

be more pronounced during depressurization. From a

practical point of view, it is di�cult to separate this

transient creep e�ect from the e�ects of additional salt

dissolution.

In order to simulate such a phenomenon, we have

used the constitutive law proposed by Gaz de France

(Hugout [5]) which takes into account transient creep

and whose uniaxial formulation is

_e � 10ÿ6s
bÿ1

K b

d

dt

�t

ÿ1

ds

dt
�tÿ t�adt �21�

(of course, the a and b exponents have not the same

sense here as before).

We made calculations for the case of a 100,000 m3

cavern at a depth of 1000 m; with

K � 0:85 MPa daya=b, a � 0:36, b � 3, the pressure rate

for this case was 1 MPa/h (Fig. 11). In this case, tran-

sient creep e�ect is signi®cant after an hour or two.

2.6. Applications

2.6.1. Volume of ¯uid lost during a blow-out

Van Fossan and Whelpy [17] remark that ``there

have been no well head failures recorded by industry.

It is deemed highly unlikely that any accident failure

of a well head would occur.'' However, during special

operations in oil- or gas-®lled caverns, eruptions can

result from failure of the sealing-o� equipment. From

the perspective of risk analysis, it is important to

evaluate the volume of ¯uids that would be released

from the cavern upon total decompression.

If rh is the density of a stored liquid hydrocarbon

and rb the brine density and if the brine at the well-

head is submitted to atmospheric pressure, then the

hydrocarbon pressure at the well-head is a linear func-

tion of the interface depth Hi:

Ph � �rb ÿ rh�gHi �22�

After failure of the well-head (see Fig. 12), hydro-

carbon pressure will drop to zero and the brine level in

the central tube will fall to a depth, Z, such that the

weight of the two ¯uid columns balance:

rb�Hi ÿ Z� � rhHi �23�

The pressure drop is Ph � rbgZ and the percentage

volume of ¯uid expelled from the cavern is mainly due

to ¯uid decompression in the cavern:

Vexp=V � �b� x�bh ÿ badb ���rb ÿ rh�gHi �24�

where b is the compressibility factor and b=bc+bb
ad.

For oil-®lled storage �x11� in a 1000 m deep

cavern, the relative volume of expelled oil following

well-head failure would be 2.7 � 10ÿ3 (or 1350 m3 for

an oil-®lled 500,000 m3 cavern). For propane storage

in a 600 m deep cavern, the relative volume of propane

expelled would be 1.5 � 10ÿ2 (or 750 m3 for a pro-

pane-®lled 50,000 m3 cavern) (Fig. 13).

2.6.2. Long-term behavior of an abandoned cavern

Due to increasing concern in environmental protec-

tion, several projects involving hazardous-waste dispo-

sal and cavern abandonment in salt caverns (Tomasko

et al. [18], BeÂ rest and Brouard [14]) have motivated

several recent papers and studies (Wallner and Paar

[19], Behrendt et al. [20]).

For such purposes as hazardous-waste disposal, salt

caverns will probably be ®lled with brine and sealed

before being abandoned. If brine thermal expansion

and percolation can be disregarded (a somewhat

unrealistic hypothesis, see BeÂ rest and Brouard [14], but

one which allows simple estimations), pressure will

slowly increase in a closed cavern due to creep. For

the sake of simplicity, we assume that steady-state

creep is reached at any instant. The steady-state

volume loss rate due to creep can be written as

_Vcreep=V � ÿB�Ta��PR ÿ Pc�n �25�

where B(Ta) is a function of rock temperature and PR

is the lithostatic pressure at cavern depth.

Combination with the compressibility relation,
_Vcreep=V � ÿb _Pc, leads to a di�erential equation whose

integration is straightforward:

PR ÿ Pc�t� � �PR ÿ Pc�0��f1� �nÿ 1�B�PR

ÿ Pc�0��nÿ1t=bg�1=1ÿn� �26�

It must be noted here that the ``long-term'' compres-

sibility factor, b, is larger than the above mentioned

``slow'' compressibility factor b sat, due to transientFig. 11. Transient creep e�ect during a cavern depressurization.
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creep, and includes the e�ects of brine compressibility,

rock compressibility, additional dissolution and transi-

ent creep; the last e�ect is di�cult to assess. Typical

values for a 1000 m-deep cavern are n � 3 and

B � 2:5� 10ÿ7 MPaÿ3 yrÿ1; the initial di�erence

between lithostatic and brine pressures is PR ÿ Pc�0� �
10 MPa: How pressure build-up rate is in¯uenced by

compressibility factor b is shown on Fig. 14: the stan-

dard case is b � 4� 10ÿ4 MPaÿ1 or more; the case of a

¯at-shaped cavern is given by b � 10ÿ3 MPaÿ1 and the

case of a cavern in which a gas bubble is trapped is

given by b � 5� 10ÿ3 MPaÿ1:

3. Dynamic behavior

3.1. Introduction

In the previous section, we have seen that the

¯uid(s) contained in an underground cavern and access

well, in addition to the cavern and the casing or

strings, are elastic bodies. This means that when the

¯uid(s), the cavern or the well are a�ected by small

changes in pressure or shape, these bodies vibrate

according to their mechanical properties, sizes, shapes

and their mechanical interactions. These vibrations

constitute a source of information that is rarely used,

even when the cost of this information is minimal. All

that is needed is to record the development of the ¯uid

pressure at the well head.

Holzhausen and Gooch [21], for instance, have ana-

lyzed the e�ects of hydraulic fracture growth on the

period of the free vibrations in a closed well; a very

similar method has been applied to the same problem

by BeÂ rest [22]. Hsu [23] had derived a theoretical re-

lation between the oscillation period and the radius of

a penny-shaped fracture.

For a cased well opening into a salt cavern, BeÂ rest

et al. [24] have shown that, when a cavern well is

opened to the atmosphere, long period waves take

place in response to a small pressure drop in the

cavern. These waves can be easily measured, which

Fig. 12. Blow-out movie.

Fig. 13. Relative product volume expelled during a blow-out, as a

function of cavern depth.

Fig. 14. Cavern pressure build-up rate in¯uenced by compressibility

factor b.
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allows evaluation of the cavern volume through simple

calculations.

In this section, we will consider several types of

acoustic waves that can be measured easily. Their re-

lations with salt-cavern properties will be discussed

and typical examples will be presented.

3.2. Tubing waves

The ®rst type of wave observed in salt caverns is a

well wave, whose period is of the order of one to few

seconds. When a rapid change in pressure and/or ¯uid

¯ow rate takes place in a ¯uid-®lled tube (for instance,

when a valve is suddenly closed or opened), this

change generates an acoustic wave that travels in the

¯uid along the well. If the tube were perfectly sti�, the

wave celerity would be given by the simple formula

badf rfc
2
f � 1 �27�

where cf is the acoustic wave celerity in the ¯uid, bf
ad

is the ¯uid isotropic compressibility factor and rf is

the ¯uid density. With standard temperature and

pressure, typical values of the wave celerity are:

cw � 1500 m=s for soft water, ca � 340 m=s for air and

cb � 1800 m=s for saturated brine. In fact, the steel

tube is also a compressible body; its compressibility

factor, bt, can theoretically be calculated if the charac-

teristics of the tube and its environment (cement, rock

mass) are perfectly known, which will hardly be the

case. Anyway the global well compressibility factor,

b � bt � badf , is larger than bf
ad, resulting in a speed of

sound, c, in the well that is smaller than the ¯uid wave

speed:

1=c2 � 1=c2f � rfbt �28�

A typical value for water or brine in a tube will be

c � 1000 m sÿ1, which means that if, for instance,

brine injection in a well is interrupted by the rapid clo-

sure of a surface valve, the generated wave will reach a

point located 1 km below ground level in one second.

In this example, if the tube cross-section were S �
250 cm2 (705/8 in diameter) and the brine ¯ow rate

before closing the valve were Q � 90 m3 h
ÿ1
, the ¯uid

speed would be u � Q=S � 1 m sÿ1; the pressure

increase behind the travelling down wave due to the

sudden valve closure would be DP � rfcu or, in our

case if ¯uid is brine, DP � 1:2 MPa (205 psi). Such a

phenomenon is called a ``water-hammer''; the rapid

pressure change shakes and rattles the tube in the well.

The tube shoe opens in so large a cavity (when com-

pared to the very small volume of brine displaced by

the wave itself) that, when the wave reaches the tube

end, it is not able to modify the pressure in the cavity

by any noticeable amount. Then a second wave, travel-

ing upward and transporting a negative pressure

change �ÿDP � ÿrbcu� is generated such that the

pressure change, which had been generated by the pri-

mary downward wave, vanishes to zero below the

upward wave. This wave reaches the well head and in

its turn generates a downward wave. After a short

time, theses waves combine to form a simple stationary

wave; pressure changes or ¯uid-¯ow rate variations

have the same phase along the entire tube. These

stationary waves are dampened, the highest frequency

components rapidly vanish, leaving a sinusoidal wave

whose period is ®xed by the boundary conditions at

the top and bottom of the well. Pressure is constant at

bottom, as noted above. Flow vanishes to zero at the

top if the well head is closed, leading to a so-called

``quarter-wave'' vibration whose period is cT � 4H, H

being the tube length. If the well is opened to atmos-

pheric pressure, one theoretically gets a ``half wave''

�cT � 2H); however, because the wave path through

the well head is hardly straight, a quarter-wave can

often be observed even in the case of an opened well.

Such waves can very easily be observed in under-

ground salt caverns provided that an appropriate

pressure recording device is set at the well-head. Two

examples are given below. Such waves will also be

observed when analyzing much longer period waves.

. The ®rst test (Fig. 15) was performed in July 1995

on the Carresse SPR3 cavern. The observed vi-

brations were triggered by venting of the cavern,

during which the well-head pressure suddenly

dropped from 0.4 MPa to zero. The oscillation

period was T � 2:5 s (data acquisition frequency

was 20 Hz, as in all tests described below, except for

the 1982 Etrez 53 test), which means that c �
4H=T � 4� 692=2:511100 m sÿ1:

. The second test (Fig. 16; Fig. 20 displays another

test of the same series) was performed in February

1995 on the Etrez 53 cavern, as part of the full test

program described by BeÂ rest et al. [7]. The cavern

volume was V17500 m3; the 930 m long central

tube was ®lled with brine; a 140 m high column of

nitrogen was lowered into the annular space (Fig.

Fig. 15. Quarter-waves in the tubing during the July 1995 Carresse

test (Elf Aquitaine).
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19). In Fig. 16, long period (20 s) oscillations are

clearly observed; they will be discussed later. Half-

waves in the nitrogen column �c � 345 m sÿ1, h �
140m� are clearly visible for instance between

t � 60 s and t � 70 s; their periods are T10:81 s or

T � 2h=c: Quarter-waves in the central brine-®lled

tube are also clearly visible (for example, between

t � 90 s and t � 150 s; their period is approximately

2.6 s). The brine in the central well is mechanically

coupled through the steel-tube to the brine in the

annular space and the quarter-wave period is prob-

ably slightly modi®ed by this coupling.

3.3. The Helmholtz resonator

In the last paragraph, we considered waves gener-

ated by small displacements of the ¯uid contained in

the tube and traveling through the well. An oscillatory

phenomenon of another kind intervenes when the well-

head is not closed; then large volumes of ¯uid can be

exchanged between the well and the cavity itself,

whose pressure now will not be considered as constant.

The interface between the liquid and the air, whose

seat will be in the well head or inside a container

above the well head (Fig. 17), will experience move-

ments of long period (one to several minutes).

3.3.1. Well opened into a large container

Consider, ®rst, a simple example consisting of a

cavern and a well ®lled with brine and opened to the

atmosphere in a container whose cross-section (S ) can

be much larger than the cross-section of the tube (S ),

see Fig. 17.

As seen before, both brine in the cavern and the

cavern itself behave as springs, in the sense that both

are compressible: a _Pc pressure-variation rate in the

cavern leads to a brine out¯ow rate through the cavern

top, Q, such that:

�bc � badb �V _Pc �Q � 0 �29�

where V is the cavern volume, bc and bb
ad are the

cavern and brine adiabatic compressibility factors, re-

spectively. The ``dynamic'' compressibility factor �b �
bc � badb � is slightly smaller than its static counterpart,

but b � 4� 10ÿ4 MPaÿ1 still appears a reasonable

value.

The ``sti�ness'' of a brine-®lled (or ``lower-spring'')

cavern (i.e. the ratio between brine ¯ow and the press-

ure build-up rate), is the inverse of the cavern com-

pressibility:

DP=DVinj � 1=��bc � badb �V � �30�

For a 100,000 m3 cavern, this ratio is 2.5 � 10ÿ2

MPa mÿ3; in other words, it is necessary to force a 40

m3 volume of brine into the cavern to increase its

pressure by 1 MPa.

The volume of brine contained in the central tube

will appear, by comparison, as an extremely sti� body.

The brine-plus-steel-tube compressibility factor may be

not very di�erent from the brine-plus-cavern compres-

sibility factor, but the tube volume is smaller by 3 or 4

orders of magnitude than the cavern volume, resulting

in much larger global sti�ness (1/bV ). As a whole, the

brine in the tube can be considered as a rigid body (In

fact, tube waves due to brine compressibility in the

tube, which had been described above, do exist, but

they do not interfere, due to their much shorter

period) whose mass is m � rbSH, where H is the tube

length �H � 1000 m is typical), S is the tube cross-sec-

tion �S � 25 lmÿ1 is typical) and rb is the brine density

�rb11200 kg mÿ3). In this example, the tube volume is

25 m3 and the brine mass is m � 30,000 kg:

The brine in the container at ground level also

behaves as a ``spring'' in the following sense: if a brine

¯ow, Q (in m3 sÿ1), is expelled from the cavern, it will

Fig. 17. A salt cavern considered as a mass and spring set.

Fig. 16. The February 1995 Etrez test (Gaz de France): Half-waves

in the annular space (scroll), quarter-waves in the tubing superposed

with a longer period resonator wave.
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result in a Q/S uprise of the air/brine interface at the

well head which, in turn, determines a pressure build-

up at the bottom of the container:

_P2 � rbgQ=S �31�

The barometric sti�ness due to gravity forces, or the

ratio between the expelled brine ¯ow and pressure

build-up in the cavern, in the case of a S � 1 m2 con-

tainer cross-section, is

rbg=S � 10ÿ2 MPa mÿ3 �32�

This sti�ness is larger when the container cross-sec-

tion is small. For example, if there is no container and

the air/brine interface is located inside the tube itself,

the barometric sti�ness due to gravity forces will be

rbg=S � 40� 10ÿ2 MPa mÿ3: In this case, the ``upper

string'' would be much sti�er than the ``lower string''

constituted by the cavern.

A very large harmonic oscillator Ð The di�erential

equation satis®ed by ¯ow-rate Q is simply reached by

considering that brine in the tube, with mass m �
rbSH and acceleration ~a � _Q=S, is pushed upward by

the cavern pressure excess Pc (excess, when compared

to static pressure distribution at rest) and pushed

downward by the pressure excess at the bottom of the

container P2, both pressures acting through the tube

cross-section:

�rbSH �� �Q=S � � S� _Pc ÿ _P2� �33�

Some straightforward algebra allows elimination of
_Pc and _P2:

�Q�
(

S

rbH�bc � badb �V
� gS

SH

)

Q � 0 �34�

The solution of such a di�erential equation is a sine

function, whose period is

T � 2p

oo

, o2
o �

S

rbH�bc � badb �V
� gS

SH
�35�

The following two limit cases can be examined.

1. The cavern volume is very large and there is no con-

tainer (the air/brine interface is located in the well).

Then, S � S and the oscillations period is governed

by the upper spring sti�ness:

T � 2p
���������

H=g
p

�36�

In other words, the system behaves as a simple

pendulum, the length of which is equal to the brine

column height. A typical period, for H � 1000 m

and g � 10 m sÿ2, is T163 s:

The cavern volume, V, is small (10,000 m3, for

instance) and the container cross-section, S, is very

large (several m2); thus, ( gS/SH ) is negligible when

compared to the ®rst term, S/(rbHbV ). In other

words, the cavern is a much sti�er spring than the

air/brine interface. In such a case, the period of os-

cillation is in the range of one to two minutes (see

example below):

T � 2p

���������������������������������

rbH�bc � badb �V
S

s

�37�

The test was performed in July 1982 on the Etrez 53

cavern. The cavern volume was V17500 mÿ3, the tube

length, H, was 930 m and the tube cross-section, S,

was 250 cm2 (Fig. 18). Data acquisition frequency was

7 Hz. At the beginning of the test, the main valve was

closed and brine was forced into the cavern through a

pump to increase the cavern pressure. Then the main

valve was opened and a long period oscillation �T �
74 s� took place; this was measured through the press-

ure variations in the fuel-®lled annular space. This

®gure was consistent with the computed value, which

was T173 s:

3.3.2. A cavern containing two di�erent ¯uids

We have considered above the case of several ¯uids

in a cavern; the overall cavern compressibility factor is

b � bc � �1ÿ x�badb � xbadh (we consider the adiabatic

values), where x is the cavern volume fraction occu-

pied by the other ¯uid. When applied to vibrations of

the cavern, this formula means that the period of the

oscillations will vary with fraction x. Let Tmin be the

period of oscillation when there is (for instance) no

propane in the cavern (in other words, when the

cavern is ®lled with brine, or x � 0). Then the period

is given by

T � Tmin

������������������

b

bc � badb

s

� Tmin

������������������������������

1� x
badh ÿ badb
bc � badb

s

�38�

which means that the period will be multiplied by 3

Fig. 18. The 1982 Etrez Test (Gaz de France).
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when, for example, the cavern contains 80% propane.

Several attempts have been made for applying the for-

mer method to the determination of the brine volume/

hydrocarbon volume ratio in an underground storage

cavern (A ``static'' method, tested on the Carresse

SPR1 cavern, has been described above, Section 2.4.4).

Such information is very important; after many injec-

tion-withdrawal movements, the exact volume of

stored products is not well known. A method of esti-

mation of the volume, based on a simple measurement

of natural vibrations period, would have proved use-

ful. Unfortunately, the attempts did not prove to be

successful. The reason is that the previous analysis

failed to take into account head losses.

3.3.3. Head losses

Head losses are due to the viscosity of brine ¯owing

through the tube, the well head and the ¯exible tubes

at ground level. They bring some dampening (Fig. 18)

of the oscillations which, in some cases, become very

di�cult to record.

We assume ®rst that brine ¯ow rate in the tube is

slow enough for the ¯ow to be laminar; then the head

losses can be computed according to the classical Poi-

seuille formula (in other words, we assume that head

losses are linearly proportional to ¯ow rate):

�Q� 2l _Q� o2
oQ � 0, l � �4nbp�=S �39�

where nb is the kinematic viscosity of brine �nb11:4�
10ÿ6 m2 s

ÿ1
for brine at a temperature of 208C) and S

is the tube cross-section. To prevent overdamp, l must

be signi®cantly smaller than oo, or S 3/(bVH )>>3.8 �
10ÿ7 m2 MPa, a condition that was met during the

1982 Etrez test �S � 2:5� 10ÿ2 m2, bV13 m3 MPa
ÿ1�

but di�cult to meet if the cavern is large and compres-

sible or if the tube cross-section is small, as in the

SPR3 test described below. The approximation holds

for a laminar ¯ow, whose Reynolds number is small

enough, typically R � 2Q=�nb
������

pS
p

� < 2000: Because

the maximum ¯ow satis®es Qmax � bVooDPmax, press-

ure variations and then the initial drop must be small

(much smaller than 0.1 MPa, as an order of magni-

tude).

In fact, this formula applies for a clean smooth

tube, which a brine tube in a deep well is de®nitely

not. A more realistic law for head losses per unit of

length (in Pa mÿ1) is G sgn�Q� _Q1:8
with Q in m3 sÿ1

and

G � 0:154r1:046b n
0:196
b d ÿ4:65 �40�

where d is tube internal diameter (m). Then we get the

di�erential equation:

�Q� G sgn�Q�j _Qj1:8 � o2
oQ � 0 �41�

whose solution accurately ®ts the data in the case of

the Etrez test (Fig. 18).

3.4. E�ect of a gas column in the well

Tightness is an essential issue for underground hy-

drocarbon storage. Rock salt has an extremely low

permeability (A typical range is 10ÿ22±10ÿ19 m2.), but

the cemented steel casing can become leaky, usually in

old wells. It is important that the mechanical integrity

of the well be checked from time to time. A common

method used to verify integrity is the so-called nitrogen

leak method: a nitrogen column is forced into the

brine-®lled annular space down under the casing shoe.

The nitrogen/brine interface position is located

through a logging device and monitored for one to

several days. Too large of an interface rise is deemed

to be an evidence of a gas leak. Such a system Ð a

brine-®lled cavern linked to a gas-®lled annular space

closed at the well head Ð is the seat of oscillations of

the gas/brine interface and can also be considered as

an Helmoltz resonator. The study of these oscillations

allows to back-calculate the interface location but,

conversely, they can blur the exact location of the

interface, making its measurement by a logging tool

di�cult.

Let h be the equilibrium interface depth and Haÿh

is the brine-column height in the annular space (Fig.

19). As long as the oscillations are relatively rapid, the

gas pressurizations/depressurizations can be considered

to be adiabatic Ð i.e. absolute gas pressure (Pg) and

gas column height h, are related by the adiabatic re-

lation Pgh
g � constant, where g is the adiabatic con-

stant. In other words,

_Pg � ÿgPg
_h=h � gPgQ=� ~Sh� �42�

where ~S is the annular cross-section. The gas column

Fig. 19. Mass and spring system for the case of a gas-®lled annular

space.
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sti�ness can be roughly evaluated as follows: if
~S � 1:4� 10ÿ2 m2, h � 500 m, g � 1:4 and

Pg � 8 MPa, then the sti�ness is _Pg=Q � 1:6 MPa mÿ3:

The ``upper spring'' now consists of the barometric

spring, described above, plus the compressible gas col-

umn which also behaves as a spring (Fig. 19):

_P2 � rbgQ= ~S� gPgQ=� ~Sh� �43�

These are generally much sti�er than the ``lower

spring'' constituted by the cavern itself. The annular

space length is Ha and the di�erential equation satis-

®ed by brine ¯ow is

�rb ~S�Ha ÿ h��� �Q= ~S� �

"

rbg�
gPg

h
�

~S

bV

#

Q � 0 �44�

or

T � 2p

oo

o2
o �

g

Ha ÿ h
�

~S

rb�Ha ÿ h�bV � gPg

rbh�Ha ÿ h�

�45�

The period clearly depends upon gas-column height

and vanishes when the gas column is either very long

�h � Ha� or very short �h � 0� (However, see Section

3.5). The gas pressure variations, as measured in the

annular space and the brine pressure variations, as

measured in the central tube, are, respectively:

_Pann �
Pgg

~Sh
Q and _Ptub � ÿ Q

bV
�46�

In some cases, their amplitudes can be notably

di�erent, with opposite signs.

As seen on Fig. 20, the oscillations triggered by a

brine venting on the central tube can clearly be

observed on the annular space. The cavern is Etrez 53,

the tube length is H � 930 m and the gas column in

the annular space is 200 m high. The absolute gas

pressure was Pg � 7 MPa: For nitrogen, g � 1:4; fur-

thermore, ~S � 14:7 l mÿ1 then T120 s: This oscillation

is not clearly visible in the tube, as can be expected

from the low _Ptub= _Pann10:05 ratio. Shorter vibrations

whose periods is 2.6 s can also be observed both in the

tube and the annular space; they probably are quarter-

waves, which are coupled through the steel tubes (note

that the phases are opposite) and maybe through the

cavern itself.

3.5. Gas pocket trapped in the well head

The SPR3 cavern, with its abnormally high compres-

sibility due to a gas pocket trapped in the cavern, has

been described previously (Section 2.4.5). The well

head was equipped with a pressure gauge whose resol-

ution was 250 Pa; the data acquisition period was 0.05

s. The initial objective of the ®rst test, called test 0,

was to observe Helmholtz-resonator oscillations in the

opened cavern, as had been made during the 1982

Etrez test. After build up of a small pressure excess in

the closed cavern, opening of a well-head valve (which

takes place 300 s after test start on Fig. 21) vents the

cavern and triggers short-period stationary quarter-

waves, followed by a longer period oscillation. The

period, assuming a tube cross-section S � 81 cm2,

should have been 145 s (see equation above); but dam-

pening appear to be high (due to small tube cross-sec-

tion) and the oscillation rapidly vanishes (Fig. 21).

Much clearer, but totally unexpected, oscillations

are triggered in the closed cavern when the injection

pump stops, 100 s after test start. These oscillations

are anharmonic: crests are spiky and troughs are

rounded, resulting in uncommon asymmetric pressure-

versus-time curves. This e�ect dwindles and the so-

called ``period'' becomes smaller when signal amplitude

is dampened with time. These facts are best shown on

a further test in which initial amplitude was larger

(Fig. 22); the pressure origin is the same as in Fig. 21.

During a second series of tests (Fig. 23), numbered

from 1 to 7, 700 l of brine were injected in 100 l steps,

again triggering anharmonic vibrations whose

``periods'' are signi®cantly reduced (from 15 to 8 s for

Fig. 21. The July 1995 test on SPR3 cavern (Elf Aquitaine).Fig. 20. Brine venting during the February 1995 Etrez test.
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the period measured just after pump stops) when the

well head pressure increases following each brine injec-

tion. Only the existence of a very compressible non-

linear elastic body included in the (cavern plus well)

system can be responsible for these unexpected fea-

tures. The gas pocket trapped in the cavern is not a

good candidate: its high pressure (8.3 MPa) makes it a

relatively sti� body. A better hypothesis appears to be

the existence of a small amount of gas (a few liters)

trapped at the well head in the annular space. Its

pressure is close to atmospheric; then even small brine-

gas interface displacements can drastically modify the

gas volume and generate nonlinear pressure build-up.

If P and h are the gas-column (absolute) pressure and

height, respectively, the adiabatic gas compression can

be described as above:

Phg � P1h
g
1 �47�

(Sub 1 refers to the ®gures when the cavern is at

rest.) The cavern is compressible, as outlined above;

displacement of the gas/brine interface from h1 to h

forces a volume, ~S�hÿ h1�, into the cavern � ~S is the

annular cross-section area), that builds up the cavern

pressure by

bV� pÿ p1� � ~S�hÿ h1� �48�

Then the momentum equation for the brine column

in the annular space can be written:

�Ha ÿ h��rb �h� �o� � Pÿ P1 ÿ rbg�hÿ h1� ÿ � pÿ p1�
�49�

where �o are head losses (in Pa mÿ1); typically, �o �
sgn� _h�kj _hj1:85, where k � 1:35� 106 I.S. units. Some

straightforward algebra leads to a nonlinear di�eren-

tial equation that allows back-calculation of the gas

column height (Fig. 24): the best-®t sets the brine/gas

interface 170 cm below the brine/air interface during

test 0, which means that the gas pressure was P1 �
0:121 MPa: Period of the movement as a function of

the kinetic energy is drawn on Fig. 25 for di�erent

values of the average gas pressure. The agreement with

the data shown in Fig. 23 is satisfactory. After the

test, the annular space was opened to the atmosphere

and gas ¯ew out of the well head.

3.6. Closed cavern, tube and annular space gas-®lled

In this case, both the annular space (cross-section ~S

Fig. 22. Anharmonic oscillations during the July 1995 tests.

Fig. 23. Pressure oscillations during brine injections.

Fig. 24. Numerical simulation of anharmonic oscillations.

Fig. 25. Evolution of oscillation period with kinetic energy.
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and length Ha) and central tube (cross-section S and

length H ) contain some gas (Fig. 26). The whole sys-

tem consists of two masses (The brine masses that are

contained in the annular space, m � rb
~S�Ha ÿ h1� and

in the central tube, m 0 � rbS�Hÿ h2�, respectively)

whose oscillations are coupled through a set of elastic

springs:

8

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

:

�rb ~S�Ha ÿh1��� �Q1=
~S� � ~S� _Pÿ gP1

gQ1=� ~Sh1� � rbgQ1= ~S�

�rbS�Hÿ h2��� �Q2=S � � S� _Pÿ gP2
gQ2=�Sh2� � rbgQ2=S �

bV _P� �Q1 �Q2� � 0

�50�

The initial (or static) gas pressures, Pg
1 and Pg

2, are

linked by

P � P2
g � rbg�Hÿ h2� � P1

g � rbg�Hÿ h1� �51�

The system is characterized by two distinct periods.

The real pressure variations are a certain combination

of two basic oscillations (eigenmodes):

2
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6

4

m 0

~S
0

0
m
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7

5

�

�Q1
�Q2
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bV
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7
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7

5

�

Q1

Q2

�

� �0� �52�

where o1 et o2 are the pulsations when there is no link

between the tube and the annular space (i.e. when set-

ting 1=�bV � � 0).

The test (Fig. 27) was performed on the Etrez 53

cavern. A nitrogen column was lowered approximately

400 m below ground level in the annular space. Unex-

pectedly, the tube became leaky and some gas entered

the central tube. Pressure variations at the well head

were recorded during venting of the tube gas. The gas/

brine interface is much higher in the central tube and

its oscillation period much shorter. On Fig. 28 are dis-

played the periods measured in the tubing and in the

annular space as a function of the gas-brine interface

depth in the central tube (which was unknown but

appears to be small).

4. Conclusions

Much useful information can be inferred from

recording the pressure oscillations that are triggered

when brine injection or withdrawal stops Ð for

instance, the volume of a salt cavern, the LPG-

volume/brine-volume ratio in a LPG storage cavern

and the existence of small gas pockets trapped in the

well head. A further advantage is that information can

be obtained for relatively little cost.
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